
Dirty hands may  
transmit superbugs1 

Take charge of your  
hand hygiene

Why are we called the 
superbugs?

Because we no longer  
respond to antibiotics 

(known as antimicrobial 
resistance), making the 
infection that we cause 

becomes more difficult or 
impossible to treat2



Wash hands when visibly soiled! 
otherwise, use handrub

Duration of the entire 

procedure: 40–60 seconds 

Wet hands with water;
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Right palm over left dorsum with 
interfaced fingers and vice versa;

Rotational rubbing of left 
thumb clasped in right palm 

and vice versa;
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Dry hands thoroughly with a 
single use towel;
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Apply enough soap to cover all 
hand surfaces;
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Palm to palm with 
fingers interlaced;

Rotational rubbing, backwards and 
forwards with clasped fingers of right 

hand in left palm and vice versa;
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Use towel to turn off faucet;
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Rinse hands with water;

Your hands are now safe.

Backs of fingers to opposing 
palms with fingers interlocked;
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Rub hands palm to palm;
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Can you fight the superbugs?
Yes, you can! Take charge and practice these proper  
hand-wash techniques3

Washing your hands can eliminate up to 92% of 
superbugs.4 Be your own superhero in fighting the 

superbugs! #superheroagainstsuperbugs



Rub hands for hand hygiene! wash 
hands when visibly soiled

Duration of the entire 

procedure: 20–30 seconds 

Apply a palmful of the product in a cupped hand, 
covering all surfaces

Rub hands palm to palm
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Right palm over left dorsum with 
interfaced fingers and vice versa;

Rotational rubbing of left 
thumb clasped in right palm 

and vice versa;

Palm to palm with fingers 
interlaced;

Rotational rubbing, backwards and 
forwards with clasped fingers of right 

hand in left palm and vice versa;

Backs of fingers to opposing 
palms with fingers interlocked;

Once dry, your hands  
are safe.
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Can you fight the superbugs?
Yes, you can! Take charge and practice these proper  
hand-wash techniques3

Can you fight the superbugs?
Yes, you can! Take charge and practice these proper  
hand-rub techniques5



The Pfizer Bug Bus is an initiative to raise 
awareness about antimicrobial resistance 
(AMR), and to help #StopSuperbugs 

What does the Pfizer Bug Bus website offer? 
• Meet the superbugs – learn more about common superbugs and ways to help fight them 
• Learn about prevention measures against AMR 
• Understand the importance of antimicrobial stewardship to reduce the spread of AMR 
• Battle the superbugs by testing your knowledge via our interactive quiz! 
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to 
access the 
Pfizer Bug 
Bus website

Scanthe
 QR Code below 

Pfizer (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 197801003134 (40131-T)
Level 10 & 11, Wisma Averis, Tower 2, Avenue 5,   
Bangsar South, No. 8, Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +(603) 2281 6000   Fax: +(603) 2281 6388    
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